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Abstract
This thesis describes the design and implementation of extension for UnifiedPush Server,
which allows the server to access non-relational MongoDB database and leverages the hor-
izontal scalability potential of non-relational databases. The work includes a proposal for
performance tests and compares results of single and multi node solutions, design migra-
tion scenario from MySQL to MongoDB, identification of bottlenecks. The application is
implemented in Java and uses Java Persistence API for accessing databases. To access
non-relational databases uses implementation of the JPA standard called Hibernate OGM.
Abstrakt
Tato diplomová práce se zabývá návrhem a implementací rozšíření pro UnifiedPush Server,
které serveru umožní přistupovat k nerelační databázi MongoDB a využívá potenciál horiznotální
škálovatelnosti neralačních databází. Součástí práce je i návrh výkonnostních testů a
porovnání výkonu při behu na jednom a vícero uzlích, návrh migračního scénáře z MySQL
na MongoDB, identifikace úzkých míst. Aplikace je implementována v jazyce Java a využívá
Java Persistence API pro přístup k databázím. Pro přístup k nerelačním databázím používá
implementaci standardu JPA Hibernate OGM.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
We know the claim that 90 percent of all traffic in the world has been generated in the last
two years [7]. It is certain that the growth of data is enormous and still has further growth
potential.
Relational databases for many years formed and still form the backbone of the majority
of information systems. However, relational databases have a major problem. With their
strong consistency, they are great in an efficient and reliable storage of data. But with large
quantities of data, they become incredibly slow. The solution can be the non-relational
databases.
The world of information technology was not being established yesterday. There is
a huge amount of software that runs on top of some kind of relational database. On the
development of this kind of software has been spent a large amount of time and effort. It
would be a shame to throw this effort away and begin to develop them from scratch just
because there is too much of new data.
In this paper, I will discuss the design and creation of extension for existing application
programmed in Java called UnifiedPush Server. UnifiedPush Server uses multiple relational
databases. The role of extension is to replace a relational database with non-relational
database MongoDB. Part of the work also includes performance tests of reads and writes of a
MongoDB database running on single data node compared to sharded cluster of MongoDB.
Chapter 2 describes basics of NoSQL databases. Compares them with relational databases
and lists advantages and disadvantages of using them.
Chapter 3 looks closer to the Aerogear UnifiedPush Server. It describes the purpose of
application, used technologies and structure of the project.
Chapter 4 offers brief introduction to MongoDB. Compares it to other NoSQL databases.
Chapter 5 explains basics of Java Persistence API. It describes what JPA provider is
and lists several JPA providers compatible with MongoDB.
Chapter 6 describes and explains the design of drop-in replacement of the JPA imple-
mentation of the UnifiedPush Server with the focus on horizontal scalability.
Chapter 7 is about implementation details, necessary changes in design and experiences
from transforming relational backend to document oriented one.
Chapter 8 describes logical and physical architecture of MongoDB sharded cluster used
for the application.
Chapter 9 contains results of performance tests of the new data schema. It shows
differences in performance of single node and multi-node sharded MongoDB database and
summarizes results.
Chapters 2 - 6 have been prepared in Term project.
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Chapter 2
NoSQL databases
NoSQL databases are a family of databases or rather family of families of databases. Al-
though the name suggests, it is a database that do not use a language like SQL as its DDL,
it is not so. The most important difference is the way how data is stored. While traditional
relational databases use relational algebra as the data model, NoSQL databases use various
types of data models.
A basic classification based on data model:
∙ Column model
∙ Document model
∙ Key-value model
∙ Graph model
∙ Multi-model
In the following text will be in detail described only the document data model.
2.1 Document model
Unlike relational databases, which uses as basic unit of data a table, document-oriented
databases use as a basic unit data structure called document. The definition of a document
is unfortunately not standardized and each document-oriented database uses a proprietary
document format. As this paper examines the use of MongoDB below is used the concept
of a document as it is introduced by MongoDB documentation.
Document in MongoDB is a text document in a language JSON extended by some other
options. Unlike relational databases, MongoDB has not a fixed scheme and is therefore not
possible to enforce document structure. The document consists of collections and embedded
documents.
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Listing 2.1: Example of MongoDB document
{
"_id " : "7 d74d5d2−a305−4004−894d−5f30c840 fa29 " ,
" lastName " : " Pecserke " ,
" f i r stName " : " Robert " ,
" organ izedHikes " : [
" b71acb7b−d546−4da4−a7cd−d0c29dfdc f4c " ,
"9 e2d6102−0feb−477c−8e6b−a83e5a96e8a0 "
]
}
2.2 Differences
2.2.1 ACID
Most relational databases use ACID as their consistency model.
The terms in ACID mean:
Atomicity. All tasks within a transaction are performed or none of them are.
Consistency. The system is consistent (constraints are satisfied) before and also after a
transaction is performed.
Isolation. No transaction has access to state of any other transaction, unless it is in
consistent state.
Durability. Once the transaction is complete, it is persistent.
ACID is used with various locking schemes such as pessimistic concurrency model or
optimistic concurrency model.
The assumptions in ACID model are [4]:
∙ queries much more common compared to database changes
∙ conflicts are rare
∙ during conflicts, the sessions involved can be rolled back
2.3 CAP Theorem
CAP theorem is theorem describing concurrency in distributed systems. The terms in CAP
mean:
∙ Consistency. Same as in ACID.
∙ Availability. This means that the system is available when requested.
∙ Partition tolerance. The system continues to operate even with data loss or system
failure.
Distributed systems can only guarantee two of the features, not all three. So databases
with huge amount of data have to work with weaker consistency called eventual consis-
tency [4].
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2.4 Advantages
NoSQL databases are an interesting piece of technology. They do not replace relational
databases. Instead, they can be only useful in very specific scenarios. And because they
are designed for this specific purpose, it is easier to work with them than with relational
databases. Big advantage can be the absence of fixed schema. The traditional way how to
work with relational databases is to spend a lot of time in the process of schema design.
However, if there is a need for schema change in later part of development, all this time
spent on design was wasted.
2.5 Disadvantages
In my opinion, the biggest disadvantage of NoSQL databases is eventual consistency. If the
developer is used to work with strong ACID consistency, it can be hard to get used to it.
Also, not every application is suitable for this consistency model.
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Chapter 3
Aerogear UnifiedPush Server
The AeroGear UnifiedPush Server is a server that allows sending native push messages to
different mobile operating systems such as Apple‚s APNs, Google Cloud Messaging, Mi-
crosoft‚s Windows Push Notification service (WNS), Microsoft‚s Push Notification service
(MPNs), Amazon Device Messaging (ADM), Mozilla‚s SimplePush [1].
The AeroGear UnifiedPush Server offers a unified Notification Service API to the all
above mentioned Push Network Services. When a push message request is sent to the
UnifiedPush Server, it is internally translated into the format of these 3rd party networks.
This gives a server the ability to send Push notifications to different mobile platforms. It
currently works with several SQL databases - MySQL, PostgreSQL and others, but lacks
the support of NoSQL databases.
The AeroGear UnifiedPush Server is multi-module maven application. There is a sepa-
rate module for admin user interface written in Node.js and modules for database initializa-
tion scripts, REST APIs, migration and others. The database access layer is in the module
called model.
The model module contains two submodules API and JPA. Submodule API defines
interfaces between the database access layer and rest of the application. JPA is submodule
for implementations of both application API and Java Persistence API. The code coverage
of both submodules is nearly 100 percent.
For testing is used integration testing tool Arquillian and code leverages Inversion of
control paradigm and Context and Dependency Injections. That means it can not run on
its own but needs to be run inside a CDI container. UnifiedPush server can be run in
more different types of containers, but for purposes of this paper, it will be run in Wildfly.
WildFly is a Jave EE application server.
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Chapter 4
MongoDB database
MongoDB is a non-relational database. This means that the basic unit of MongoDB is a
JSON-based document. JSON or Javascript Object Notation is a simple language, which
offers storing objects and collection in minimalistic syntax. As query language, it uses
Javascript extended with few other commands.
MongoDB is suitable for data collections with huge amounts of cheap data.
In traditional relational databases exists process of normalization. This process makes
them very space efficient. Normalization basically removes duplicates from tables and
replaces them with references. There is an operation in relational algebra called join, which
is used (as the name implies) to join multiple tables into one. Problem of join is its low
performance in multi node environments.
MongoDB takes a different approach. Documents are rarely normalized. The idea
behind MongoDB is as follows: user requests data for a website and application constructs
response with all data. Because the response in JSON object, it can be used without further
processing in the application frontend.
In the relational world, when constructing the response, the application would first fetch
data from different tables, join them and then send them to the user. In MongoDB, all
data can be already prepared in one denormalized document, so the application just needs
to load it and send it. However, the size of the document is also limited. In compressed
form the maximal size is 16 megabytes [2].
Another advantage of MongoDB is the absence of a schema. So it is possible to store
two documents with different schemas into the same collection.
4.1 Comparison of document databases with other available
NoSQL databases
Ben Scofield rated different categories of NoSQL databases as follows [6] See table 4.1. It
shows document databases offer limited functionality in favor of performance and scalability.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of NoSQL databases (H - high, L - low, V - variable)
Data Model Performance Scalability Flexibility Complexity Functionality
Key-Value Store H H H none V (none)
Column-Oriented Store H H moderate L minimal
Document-Oriented Store H V/H H L variable (low)
Graph Database V V H H graph theory
Relational Database V V L moderate relational algebra
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Chapter 5
Java Persistence API
Enterprise applications are typically constructed from different logical layers such as layer
for user interfaces, layer for communication with databases (often called persistence layer),
layer for communication with other services, ... There are many different databases avail-
able, each of them more suitable for specific use case than others. There is also a need for
using different databases in production and testing environments. For example, in testing
environment, it is more convenient to use in-memory database to speed up testing although
in-memory database can lack the support of some more advanced properties of databases
used in production.
Relational databases store data in the form of tables. In mathematical terms, tables are
relations or in another words sets of n-tuples. NoSQL databases can use a different model,
but often their model is a simplification of relational model tailored to the purpose of the
database. Another type of databases is graph databases, which uses as their data model
graphs.
As Goncalves [5] points out: All these terms are completely unknown in an object-
oriented language such as Java. In Java, we manipulate objects that are instances of
classes. Objects inherit from others, have references to collections of other objects, and
sometimes point to themselves in a recursive manner. We have concrete classes, abstract
classes, interfaces, enumerations, annotations, methods, attributes, and so on.
So there is a need for another layer bridging this gap between the world of relations and
world of objects. Java Persistence API or JPA is a standardised set of interfaces, that 3rd
party companies can implement. Implementation of JPA is called JPA provider. JPA is a
standardized way for object-relational mapping.
5.1 Existing JPA providers for MongoDB
There are several JPA providers for MongoDB available: EclipseLink, DataNucleus and
HibernateOGM. Sadly, a deeper comparison is almost impossible because they are still
under active development. As Aerogear UnifiedPush Server already uses HibernateORM
and source code inspection shows that application also uses some features of HibernateORM
that are not part of JPA specification, I decided to use HibernateOGM as simplest solution
in hope to avoid compatibility issues.
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Chapter 6
Replacement design
In the figure 6.1 is the ER diagram of the already existing database. There are several
different ways how to design the replacement. This solution is the proposed solution and it
is expected to change in the moment, when I can include results of performance tests into
account. The current design tries to avoid of the trap of eventual consistency introduced into
the application by MongoDB. That is possible thanks to the small size of table attributes
so they can fit into one document and transactions should behave ACID like.
The design expects following changes in database schema: Tables android_variant,
windows_wms_variant, simple_push_variant, ios_variant andwindows_mpns_variant
will be replaced with collections of documents. Tables push_aplication, variant, instal-
lation, intallation_category and category will be embedded documents within variants.
Tables push_mesage_info and variant_metric_info will be merged into one document
with name variant_metric_info.
Table ups_db_changelog will be transformed into corresponding document.
Tables ups_db_changeloglock and category_seq will be canceled, because they
have no meaning in MongoDB context.
6.1 Replacement strategy
Because of replacement of two databases with different types of consistency and possibly
unpredictable behavior of application, I decided to follow a rigorous strategy while imple-
menting the replacement. It is possible thanks to very high code coverage of the application.
The strategy follows the principles of TDD. The implementation of replacement will be a
set of transformations of code such that after every transformation of code, all test will pass.
This way I can replace the database access layer part by part, without having compromised
the functionality.
6.2 Sharding
As the size of the data increases, a single machine may not be enough to store all the
data or read the data in reasonable time. Sharding is the process of storing data records
across multiple machines. MongoDB has built-in support for sharding. Sharding solves
the problem with horizontal scaling. With sharding, adding more machines supports data
growth and the demands of read and write operations [3].
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adm_variant
id VARCHAR(255)
client_id VARCHAR(255)
client_secret VARCHAR(255)
Indexes
android_variant
google_key VARCHAR(255)
project_number VARCHAR(255)
id VARCHAR(255)
Indexes
category
id BIGINT(20)
name VARCHAR(255)
Indexes
category_seq
next_val BIGINT(20)
installation
id VARCHAR(255)
alias VARCHAR(255)
device_token VARCHAR(4096)
device_type VARCHAR(255)
enabled BIT(1)
operating_system VARCHAR(255)
os_version VARCHAR(255)
platform VARCHAR(255)
variant_id VARCHAR(255)
Indexes
installation_category
installation_id VARCHAR(255)
category_id BIGINT(20)
Indexes
ios_variant
passphrase VARCHAR(255)
production BIT(1)
id VARCHAR(255)
cert_data LONGTEXT
Indexes
push_application
id VARCHAR(255)
description VARCHAR(255)
developer VARCHAR(255)
master_secret VARCHAR(255)
name VARCHAR(255)
api_key VARCHAR(255)
Indexes
push_message_info
id VARCHAR(255)
client_identifier VARCHAR(255)
ip_address VARCHAR(255)
push_application_id VARCHAR(255)
raw_json_message VARCHAR(4500)
submit_date DATETIME
total_receivers BIGINT(20)
app_open_counter BIGINT(20)
first_open_date DATETIME
last_open_date DATETIME
served_variants INT(11)
total_variants INT(11)
Indexes
simple_push_variant
id VARCHAR(255)
Indexes
ups_db_changelog
ID VARCHAR(255)
AUTHOR VARCHAR(255)
FILENAME VARCHAR(255)
DATEEXECUTED DATETIME
ORDEREXECUTED INT(11)
EXECTYPE VARCHAR(10)
MD5SUM VARCHAR(35)
DESCRIPTION VARCHAR(255)
COMMENTS VARCHAR(255)
TAG VARCHAR(255)
LIQUIBASE VARCHAR(20)
ups_db_changeloglock
ID INT(11)
LOCKED BIT(1)
LOCKGRANTED DATETIME
LOCKEDBY VARCHAR(255)
Indexes
variant
VARIANT_TYPE VARCHAR(31)
id VARCHAR(255)
description VARCHAR(255)
developer VARCHAR(255)
name VARCHAR(255)
secret VARCHAR(255)
type INT(11)
api_key VARCHAR(255)
push_application_id VARCHAR(255)
Indexes
variant_metric_info
id VARCHAR(255)
delivery_status BIT(1)
reason VARCHAR(255)
receivers BIGINT(20)
variant_id VARCHAR(255)
push_message_info_id VARCHAR(255)
served_batches INT(11)
total_batches INT(11)
variant_open_counter BIGINT(20)
Indexes
windows_mpns_variant
id VARCHAR(255)
Indexes
windows_wns_variant
id VARCHAR(255)
client_secret VARCHAR(255)
sid VARCHAR(255)
Indexes
Figure 6.1: ER diagram of old database schema
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Chapter 7
Implementation
The model module consists of two types of classes. Entities represent the direct mappings
of tables onto objects and data access objects aka DAO classes (as the name suggest) serve
as access layer to each entity. All the database configuration is stored in persistence.xml
file located in the model/jpa/src/test/resources/META-INF folder.
7.1 Entities
Transformation of entities proved itself as relatively easy task. The difference between the
existing code and new transformed code is caused by Hibernate OGM. The standard JPA
allows two ways of declaring class as entity - via xml configuration or annotation. The
original code was using xml configuration, but Hibernate OGM does not support it yet,
so each entity is now annotated with specific annotation. Entities had to be renamed to
conform to different naming conventions in MongoDB. Another thing, which was put into
consideration was entity identifier, but this topic is discussed in separate chapter.
7.1.1 Entity identifiers
Each entity had already identifier - random generated string. MongoDB uses as identifier
ObjectID - specific object which makes sharding easier. So there was two possibilities -
prepare new MongoDB documents with strings as new identifiers or rewrite code of entities
such that they use ObjectIDs. As my first attempt I used the second approach, but i ran
into several problems. Because part of the assignment is also writing a migration script -
there should be way how to convert existing string identifiers into ObjectID. Problem is
ObjectID is only 12 bytes long and already existing identifiers were much longer. Another
disadvantage was the string identifiers were already declared in module interfaces, so other
modules were already expecting it will be string and there would be need to rewrite them.
On the other hand, keeping string identifiers made sharding more complicated and
possibly slower and also made writing of migration script more complicated. But I believe
it is still better solution.
7.2 Data access objects
Data access objects are design pattern based on single responsibility principle. The name is
a little confusing, because developer writes classes, but DAO are supposed to be singletons,
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so makes not much difference talking about class or object. I used the original DAOs tests
as a semantic proof, that code does what is should. Not all DAOs were possible to rewrite
in pure HibernateOGM, in these cases I used the underlining Java driver.
7.3 Persistence.xml
The configuration contains declaration of all entities and several other configuration settings
for MongoDB. HibernateOGM does not provide any way how to display the generated query.
The JPA property show SQL is not supported. The way how to see the generated queries
is logging them on MongoDB daemon via db.system.profile.find() command.
7.4 Differences from the designed version
Several changes in the design were necessary. There was no need for entities ups_db_changelog
and intallation_category in the end. Tables push_message_info and variant met-
ric were too huge to be merged into one. All the possible variants were not embedded, but
rewritten to behave as one document. Tables push_aplication, variant, installation,
and category were not embedded into variants. The relationships between them were too
complicated for doing so. In the end, there were only two possible reasonable designs. The
one used by relational databases and the one used now in the current MongoDB imple-
mentation. Theoretically it would be also possible to make the entity categories embedded,
but the performance improvement would be probably negligible. The object diagram of the
current schema is in the figure 7.1.
7.5 Implementation specifics
HibernateOGM unfortunately has appeared to be a bad choice of technology. As my first
approach I tried to write all queries in provided JPQL language. JPQL is a platform-
independent language and and it should therefore allow unified access to both relational
and nosql databases. Sadly, HibernateOGM implements only basic JPQL queries. So the
second approach was to use native queries. The code is no longer platform-independent -
the queries are written in stricter version of Javascript. But also support of native queries is
limited to only two templates: creating query object (which is in latest version of MongoDB
deprecated) or limited call of functions find or count on collection. This was enough for most
of the queries, but in several cases, especially more complicated aggregate and partitioning
queries was not sufficient.
With writing queries as strings instead of using criteria API (criteria API is another
way how to construct queries in JPA) is connected another problem. Strings are in Java
immutable and when queries were constructed from large number of partial queries, there
was potential for flooding memory with them. So most of these compound queries are
created using StringBuilder object. Another feature, that Hibernate OGM does not support
is adding parameters to query. This was important to prevent SQL injection attacks. I
used as a workaround String format method for creating quotes around variables.
The complicated queries could not be created using Hibernate OGM. This was huge
problem, because it undermines one of the goals of this work. The way I decided to solve
it, is as follows:
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Figure 7.1: Object diagram of the new database schema
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HibernateOGM uses class MongoDB driver for Java under the hood. The MongoDB
driver supports all necessary properties for the mentioned queries. It is possible, to get
access to this object via EntityManagerFactory or to be more precise - to the main object
of Java MongoDB driver - MongoClient. For initiation it needs several variables, which
are stored in properties of the currently used EntityManagerFactory. It is also possible
to get access to EntityManagerFactory from the current EntityManager. I have created a
class named MyMongoClient, which does exactly this and returns the instance of Database
object created from MongoClient instance. It is used for the implementation of the more
complicated queries.
Listing 7.1: Part of MyMongoClient
Object hib_host =
entityManager.getEntityManagerFactory ()
.getProperties ().get("hibernate.ogm.datastore.host");
Object hib_port = entityManager.getEntityManagerFactory ()
getProperties ().get("hibernate.ogm.datastore.port");
....
return new MongoClient(host ,port).getDB(db_name);
7.5.1 Pagination
Paginaton is one of the types of queries, which were not possible to rewrite into Hibernate
OGM. Bellow is a code from the class JPAInstallationDao, which was loading Installation
entities based by criteria. The construction of the query is omitted. The function was
returning Stream of results. Also the original code was using properties outside of JPA. It
was loading a Hibernate delegate, passing it constructed query and paging parameters and
constructing object of the class ScrollableResults, which allowed load results page by page.
In case anything went wrong, ResultStreamException was thrown.
Listing 7.2: Part of original JPAInstallationDAO
// contruction of the query
return new ResultsStream.QueryBuilder <String >() {
private Integer fetchSize = null;
@Override
public ResultsStream.QueryBuilder <String > fetchSize(int
fetchSize)
{
this.fetchSize = fetchSize;
return this;
}
@Override
public ResultsStream <String > executeQuery () {
Query hibernateQuery =
JPAInstallationDao.this
.createHibernateQuery(jpqlString.toString ());
hibernateQuery.setMaxResults(maxResults);
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for
(Entry <String , Object > parameter :
parameters.entrySet ()){
Object value = parameter.getValue ();
if (value instanceof Collection <?>) {
hibernateQuery
.setParameterList(parameter.getKey (),
(Collection <?>) parameter.getValue ());
} else {
hibernateQuery
.setParameter(parameter.getKey (),
parameter.getValue ());
}
}
hibernateQuery.setReadOnly(true);
if (fetchSize != null) {
hibernateQuery.setFetchSize(fetchSize);
}
final ScrollableResults results =
hibernateQuery.scroll(ScrollMode.FORWARD_ONLY);
return new ResultsStream <String >() {
@Override
public boolean next() throws ResultStreamException {
return results.next();
}
@Override
public String get() throws ResultStreamException {
return (String) results.get()[0];
}};}};
For the construction of the query was used the underlining Java MongoDB driver. It
has created a hierarchy of DBObjects, which are representing the query based on provided
criteria. The construction of the query is lazy. The construction of the query is not
shown here, because the code is too long. Instead of using the Hibernate Delegate, I used
MongoClient cursor. Cursor is created on the database server and has same methods as
previous solution (namely next() and has next() ). For each call the method next() returns
a hashtable with all requested data, which has to be read and stored into a variable. The
MongoDB cursor uses a different set of exceptions, so the code catches a general exception
and passes it to newly created ResultStreamException object.
Listing 7.3: Same part of the new JPAInstallationDAO
// contruction of query
...
return new ResultsStream.QueryBuilder <String >() {
private Integer fetchSize = null;
@Override
public ResultsStream.QueryBuilder <String >fetchSize(int
fetchSize){
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this.fetchSize = fetchSize;
return this;
}
@Override
public ResultsStream <String > executeQuery () {
cursor.limit(maxResults);
if (fetchSize != null) {
cursor.batchSize(fetchSize);
}
return new ResultsStream <String >() {
@Override
public boolean next() throws ResultStreamException {
try {
return cursor.hasNext ();
}
catch (Exception e)
{
throw new ResultStreamException(e);
}
}
@Override
public String get() throws ResultStreamException {
try {
Object dT = cursor.next().get("device_token");
if (dT != null)
{
return String.valueOf(dT);
}
else
{
return null;
}
}catch (Exception e)
{
throw new ResultStreamException(e);
}}};} };
7.5.2 Aggregate queries and joins
One of the types of the queries, which were not possible to write in Hibernate OGM were
aggregate queries. Here is example of the code, which loaded aggregation information about
sent messages into a DTO object. Each message has information about number of receivers
and counter of the open applications. So we were interested in sum of all records, sum of
receivers and sum of open counters across all records.
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Listing 7.4: Part of original JPAPushMessageInformationDao
final String metricsJPQL =
"select new org.jboss.aerogear.unifiedpush.dto.MessageMetrics(
count (*),sum(totalReceivers), sum(appOpenCounter)) "
+ baseQuery;
Query metricsQuery = createUntypedQuery(metricsJPQL)
.setParameter("pushApplicationId", pushApplicationId);
if (search != null) {
metricsQuery.setParameter("search", "%" + search + "%");
}
MessageMetrics messageMetrics =
(MessageMetrics) metricsQuery.getSingleResult ();
...
There are more ways how to solve this using Java MongoDB driver. One possible
approach is to construct separate DBObject for each of the objects and for each MongoDB
aggregation command. The resulting code was not readable at all and almost impossible
to debug. I believe the better way is to use a MongoQueryBuilder object. It is a micro
language withing MongoDB based on stack. All queries are pushed into stack and the
query is constructed in lazy fashion. Pop operations sets the head to the parent object.
The results method sends the query and returns iterator over the results. In this case the
result is just one.
Listing 7.5: Same part of new JPAPushMessageInformationDao
DBObject group = BasicDBObjectBuilder.start ().push("$group")
.push("_id").pop()
.push("count").add("$sum", 1).pop()
.push("total_receivers").add("$sum",
"$total_receivers").pop()
.push("app_open_counter")
.add("$sum", "$app_open_counter").get();
AggregationOutput aggr =
installation.aggregate(Arrays.asList(group));
Iterator <DBObject > i = aggr.results ().iterator ();
DBObject o = i.next();
Integer count = (Integer) o.get("count");
Long total_receivers = (Long) o.get("total_receivers");
Long appOpenedCounter = (Long) o.get("app_open_counter");
7.5.3 Possible problems with Variant identifiers
The original schema consisted of several variant tables. MongoDB does not enforce the
schema on documents, so it is possible (and from semantic and performance point of view
makes also more sense) to have all variant documents within one MongoDB collection. The
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problem arise with data migration. All previous variants had own generated ids and its
possible they overlap in the newly generated MongoDB collection. The migration script
takes care of this by adding a specific suffix to each variant e. g. Android variant with id
2 becomes document with id android_2. This way the collision is avoided.
7.5.4 Deleting queries
Deleting queries in Hibernate OGM are quite inefficient. Sadly, it does not support the
lazy delete query, but application has to search for the entity and then send the delete
order. I was considering also rewriting the delete queries using the underlining MongoDB
Java driver, but I believe delete queries are not so important for performance of the whole
application as read and write queries.
7.6 Indexes
The MySQL database had two additional indexes defined except the ones defined on primary
keys. The migration script creates indexes on same columns also in the MongoDB.
7.7 Embedded entities
During implementation I was considering embedding several documents. The goal was to
improve performance by trying to denormalize the database as much as possible. Unfortu-
nately, the original application was not designed with NoSQL database in mind and there
was little space for embedding tables.
7.8 Hibernate validation
Hibernate validator is not properly working with Hibenate OGM. This was, however, not
the aim of this work to solve.
7.9 Troubles with naming
The application has some naming issues. To be more specific entity PushApllication has
attributes both id and push_application_id. I followed provided xml files with testing data
to decide when to use id and when push_application_id. Also in the MongoDB database
is id referred as _id and push_application_id as api_key.
Created MongoDB collection uses delimiter separated words as default naming conven-
tion for naming documents. The subcollections with identifiers of other documents were
not possible to rename due annotation conflicts. So they use same naming style as the Java
application part - CamelCase.
7.10 Schemaless database with schema requiring application
On the one hand, one of the proclaimed advantages of MongoDB is its schemalessness. This
is more marketing term, than technical. In reality, MongoDB also stores internally its own
schema, it is just possible to easily change it at any time. On the other hand, the rest of
application uses Enterprise Java. Java is language with strong typing. This fact caused
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interesting problem. After migration, the build was failing, although there was no apparent
reason. As I had later found out, the fail was caused by schema collision. MongoDB stores
numbers internally as integers or longs and they had to be set to confirm the attributes in
Java entities. The application was also failing when MongoDB stored number as integer
and application needed long type. Another problem is with the boolean type. MySQL uses
as a boolean type a byte integer with value of the least significant bit 1 for true and 0
otherwise. MongoDB has its own internal boolean type, so conversion had to been made.
7.11 Flaky tests
The whole project uses continuous integration pipeline, that heavily relies on automated
testing. Although i did not experienced the problems, I believe there is one huge problem
with MongoDB and its weak transaction model combined with automated testing. The
queries are not predictable and it can cause random test fails. Also Hibernate OGM does
not support transactions, so the tests in MongoDB could not be automated, but after each
run its necessary to reset database. The revert method of entity manager in Hibernate
OGM does not work.
7.12 Problem of maven dependencies
HibernateORM and HibernateOGM have overlapping, but unfortunately inconsistent de-
pendencies. In the tree of maven dependencies there was defined Hibernate Core in the
top-level module. For purposes of the project was the dependency commented out.
7.13 Transactions and Locking
Locking is the mechanism, that ensures transparent and correct access to shared resources.
The original applications uses transactions and pessimistic locking, but MongoDB only al-
lows optimistic locking, which is weaker form of locking. So its possible, that in case of
shared access, application will not behave correctly. The absence of real transactions also
completely removed the option of automation testing. Even though there are commands for
transaction begin, commit and revert in Hibernate OGM, they are there only for compati-
bility reasons and they are not working properly. So its not possible to revert changes after
running a test automatically, but has to be done by hand after each call of test method.
7.14 Migration script
I wrote also migration script from the original MySQL schema to MongoDB. It is located in
the database module. It first reads database schema and data of the MySQL database. Then
migrates them to MongoDB. At last it makes transformations, such that the new created
database is compatible with changed Java code. My first approach to create the script
was to make general script for migration between any MySQL database into MongoDB.
While creating dump of MySQL, there was occurring one specific problem. When there
is AppArmor installed on the computer, it forbids processes to write dump into a file. So
during migration was necessary to turn AppArmor off, or at least put the dump file into list
of exceptions of AppArmor. Another problem arose with the naming of subcollections so
later I decided to rewrite the script to be adhoc and solve these problems. The latest version
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is not dumping data, but instead loading row by row from MySQL database and store them
into MongoDB, while making necessary transformations and taking care of correct schema.
It is written in python.
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Chapter 8
Sharding in MongoDN
Sharding is the way how to split database across multiple computer nodes. It can signif-
icantly increase performance by making operations in parallel. It has more applications
than just increasing performance, but in this work the main focus is the performance im-
provement. This chapter is based on MongoDB documentation.
8.1 Logical architecture
Sharding uses multiple logical nodes. Each logical node is a a specific process and can
be mapped to one to many physical nodes. Each process has specific role. Client node
is an application. Client communicates with one to more Mongos processes. Mongos in
stateless routes, so it can be easily scaled horizontally up. Mongod is a shard process.
So each Mongod contains part of the database. The parts are separated into chunks of a
minimal size. Each Mongod can have multiple replicas, which ensures high availability of
the solution. The data is sharded based on sharding key ranges. These ranges are saved in
configuration processes. The typical environment has three configuration processes. This
architecture is on schema:
The data is saved into data chunks. Each chunk is 64 MB in size. In case chunks grows
bigger, MongoDB will split it into two different chunks. This is important, because it can
cause performance bottleneck. The splitting operation is performance expensive and using
object id with sequence generator can cause all data will be routed into same chunk.
8.2 Physical architecture
The ideal logical architecture would be separate physical node for each logical node. Un-
fortunately, for purpose of this work I will use one node which will host Mongos and three
configuration nodes. Each shard will run on top of its own physical node alongside with its
3 replicas. There will be used two sharding physical nodes. Instead of client I will use the
testing software, which will have also its own physical node.
8.3 Sharding strategy
MongoDB provides three types of sharding strategies - range sharding, hash sharding and
tag-aware sharding.
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Figure 8.1: Sharding architecture
The way how range sharding works is it assigns to each physical node a range of sharding
keys. Hash sharding is similar to range sharding, but the ranges are not declared explicitly,
but instead, sharding key is hashed and the data is is sharded based on the hashed value
ranges. Tag-aware sharding is third of the provided strategies. It allows to tag a subset of
shard and assign it to subrange of the sharding key. It can be used for geolocation sharding.
For performance improvement are used the first two strategies - range and hash sharding.
8.4 Sharding key candidates
Sharding key has to be immutable. The choice of the sharing key depends on multiple
factors such as which collection we want to scale up, distribution of data or granularity,
chosen sharding strategy and the goal of sharding. It should be also always declared in
the documents. The object id is not good candidate for range sharding, because its value
is auto-generated and therefore MongoDB will try to push the data into one shard. For
example, if we have one shard for range 1 - 1000 and second for 10001 and bigger, all new
data will be routed into second shard. This can be avoided by using by hashing the object
ids. I have no statistical information about the database usage, so I will work with some
presumptions. First of all the category document will be really small, it just contains the
names of categories and they have to be human readable, so not more than 100. So category
is not candidate for sharding. Other documents can be eventually sharded. But they have
only few keys, which fulfill the conditions for sharding key candidate. Only object id keys
have to be defined and for variant the VARIANT_TYPE. Other keys can be possibly null,
which makes them terrible candidates. The VARIANT_TYPE attribute has problem with
the data granularity. It can have only few values (under ten), which can cause uneven data
distribution. The object id is bad candidate for reasons described above with the range
sharding strategy. However, when used with the hash strategy, it can be (and it is only
reasonable) candidate. So I used object ids with hash strategy as sharding keys in the
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permanence tests.
8.5 Sharding configuration
I wrote a script for creating the architecture described in this section. It can be found in
the Sharding script folder.
8.6 Data generation
I did not have access to working faker script, so i wrote my own one. It is based on faker.js
module and it generates fake data for database. The data distribution may vary, but for
purpose of this work i will suppose the document push_message_info will have by far the
highest frequency in the data sample. PushServer is in the end messaging application,
so the amount of messages should be huge. The push_message_info will be therefore also
candidate for shading. For purpose of testing data generation I have assumed 10 documents
each for all other entities and push_message_info collection contains 100 000 documents.
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Chapter 9
Bottleneck identification
I tried to identify possible bottleneck candidates. For single node it can be RAM, network
IO, disk IO, absence of thread pool, reaching limits of OS. Other possible bottleneck are
caused by sharding - wrong sharding key candidate, uneven data splitting.
9.1 JMeter
JMeter is freely available performance testing framework. It is written in Java. For each
performance test, developer has to write specific script called test plan. I also used it in
this case. I wrote two test plans. One for testing writes and one for testing reads. The
read test plan is trying to randomly read documents. The write test plan tries to save as
much as possible documents during the test lifetime. The test plans were used unchanged
for both single and multi node solutions. The tests were run under root, to avoid os limits
of regular users.
9.1.1 Test plans and methodology of testing
I decided to split tests into several different categories. First division is between read and
write queries. My naive intuition is that write queries will be slower, because there is no
caching available they need to be immediately stored into HDD. The second division is
between single node database and sharded cluster. Sharding should improve the overall
throughput. The specification of each physical node: Computing Instance: 1 x 2.0 GHz
Core, RAM: 1 GB, Network speed: 100 Mbps, Operating System: Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS
Trusty Tahr - (64 bit). The architecture of physical and logic nodes was based on previous
chapter. JMeter testing node was creating the biggest possible load from 100 parallel users
during 5 minutes. I have also tried bigger number of parallel users, but 100 proved to be
close to physical limit of the testing node and with higher number of the parallel users, some
queries started to fail. Between tests I erased the cached memory. I did not manipulate
with default thread pool settings. After the tests, I checked how many data chucks were
created and whether they have split evenly.
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9.2 Reads
9.2.1 Single data node point of view
The testing server proved to be the bottleneck of the whole solution. I was not able to
generate the big enough load, to reach limits of any resource. The data was collected
via dstat application. From the following charts it is apparent that the cpu (fig. 9.1)
and network (fig. 9.3) utilization of data node was negligible compared to maximal limit.
However, the data was cashed into memory (fig. 9.2) so the amount of cached memory
was slowly growing and with test long enough could consume all available memory. One
apparent problem with the configuration is, the amount of data stored into database was
not enough to fill up whole memory. According MongoDB documentation, when the data
is small enough is all cached into memory. So with significantly larger amount of data, this
could be the slowest part of the system.
9.2.2 Single data node vs sharded solution from testing node point of
view
Interesting is comparison between single node(fig. 9.4) and sharded cluster(fig. 9.5). The
both single data node and sharded solution had median throughput 17,4 kB per second.
But the peak throughput of single node was only 93 percent of the cluster throughput. It is
important to note, that single node and sharded cluster used also different types of indexes.
Single node uses the classical tree index, but in sharded environment the index was hash
table based. It was necessary for reasons mentioned in previous chapter. Also it is possible
that with higher amount of data the difference in throughput would be even higher, in the
testing solution there were only 4 chunk of data created, with each data node having 2 of
them. When I tried the sharding solution without hashed index, all chunks were positioned
on one physical node, which made sharding completely useless.
9.3 Writes
9.3.1 Single data node point of view
Similarly to the reads, writes were also not reaching the limits of any resource. Again cpu
(fig. 9.6) and network (fig. 9.8) were not too interesting. This time also memory (fig. 9.7)
was not filling over time, but there is one interesting phenomenon apparent from the chart.
When the data node was under pressure, it was cashing the incoming data into memory.
However, this is hardly bottleneck, because server would have to be under hard pressure
over long time period and it is question whether cpu or network would not be saturated
earlier.
9.3.2 Single data node vs sharded solution from testing node point of
view
The throughput increase between single node (fig. 9.9) and sharded cluster (fig. 9.10) was in
this case significant. Median throughput of single node writes was 31 MB per second, while
the median throughput of the sharded solution was almost three times bigger. However,
it is important to keep in mind this is not the data from documents, but the succesfull
responses after storing data. The probable bottleneck was hdd of the data node. The
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charts also display bytes sent per second, but they were not tracked by the testing software,
so it stays zero during the whole test.
9.4 Writes vs Reads
Write queries have much higher throughput than read queries. Unfortunately, I did not
collect the resource utilization from the test server node. It possible that during reads one
of the resources of the test server was faster saturated than during writes. Another reason
could be, the amount of data was not that big - in the end only 4 chunks of data for reads
and 8 for writes, so possibly with higher amount the performance of the read queries would
get better.
9.5 Not suitable technology
Although maybe not the bottleneck, I believe in chapter where we talk about performance, I
have to also mention, that Java and MongoDB is not good combination of technologies. The
application uses MongoDB as database backed - all the data is stored in JSON documents,
when application loads them, it converts them into Java structures, only to send them to
client, which converts them back to JSON.
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Figure 9.1: Cpu utilization of single node reads
Figure 9.2: Memory utilization of single node reads
Figure 9.3: Network utilization of single node reads
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Figure 9.4: Throughput of single node reads
Figure 9.5: Throughput of sharded cluster reads
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Figure 9.6: Cpu utilization of single node writes
Figure 9.7: Memory utilization of single node writes
Figure 9.8: Network utilization of single node writes
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Figure 9.9: Throughput of single node writes
Figure 9.10: Throughput of sharded cluster writes
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
In this work I have researched the opportunities of one of the nonrelational databases,
namely MongoDB. I have looked into advantages and disadvantages of this type of database
and how to use it with a application backend written in Java. I have also wrote an extension
to the UnifiedPushServer, which replaces the previous relational model with norelational. I
have created performance tests of the read and write queries in both single node and multi
node sharded versions of database.
From the results it was obvious, that sharding gives a performance benefit and allows
higher throughput than single noded database. Write queries also benefit much more from
sharding, at least with the amount data and architecture used during tests. For looking for
bottlenecks it is useful to have much stronger test machine than the rest of the cluster.
There are several interesting options, which were not discussed in this work.
One of them is finding the boundary, when makes economic sense, to rewrite all queries
into form of map-reduce operations. In the bare metal world it obviously makes no sense,
because more memory also provides speedup and memory is much cheaper than the whole
physical node. But in the cloud environment I can imagine situation, where the configura-
tion server would dynamically allocate VM shards when needed (and releasing them when
not longer needed). Obviously, this creates many interesting questions. Could shards exists
on single machine (in case of cloud based on containers like Docker which uses copy-on-write
strategy) or it would completely destroy the performance?
Also dynamically releasing shards can be challenging. The easiest way would probably
be to make replica sets on different physical nodes and then just shutting down the node and
wait for new splitting from the MongoDB split manager, but splitting is also performance
exhausting, so its hard to tell if it would be beneficial. Another strategy could be releasing
shards with session timeout, but again question is if it would work, because shards are
accessed uniformly.
There are also many other topics, which could be considered, but they are not in scope
of this paper.
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Appendix A
CD Content
/dataset Faker and data generator for tests.
/docs Documentation.
/jmeter Test scripts for reads and writes.
/model MongoDB replacement of the old model.
/mysql-to-mongo Migration script from MySQL to MongoDB.
/perf_test_results The data from performance tests used for creating charts.
/sharding Script for creating sharded cluser.
/test_databases Databases used for unit testing model.
/tex Source code of this paper in latex.
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